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Abstract

We study the adsorption dynamics of N2 on the Fe(110) surface. Classical molecular dynamics

calculations are performed on top of a six-dimensional potential energy surface calculated within

density functional theory. Our results show that N2 dissociation on this surface is a highly activated

process that takes place along a very narrow reaction path with an energy barrier of around 1.1 eV,

what explains the measured low reactivity of this system. By incorporating energy exchange with

the lattice in the dynamics, we also study the non-dissociative molecular adsorption process. From

the analysis of the potential energy surface, we observe the presence of two distinct N2 adsorption

wells. Our dynamics calculations show that the relative population of these adsorption sites varies

with the incident energy of the molecule and the surface temperature. We find an activation energy

of around 150 meV that prevents molecular adsorption under thermal and hypothermal N2 gas

exposure of the surface. This finding is also consistent with the available experimental information.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Understanding the interaction of N2 with Fe has an undeniable interest in surface chem-

istry. The reason is that Fe is the traditional catalyst for ammonia synthesis, for which N2

dissociation is the rate-limiting step [1, 2]. This has motivated an extensive research over

the years, from both the theoretical and experimental side, directed to extract the properties

controlling such a fundamental process and, even more generally, the N2-Fe interaction.

As observed on the W surfaces [3, 4], the rate of nitrogen adsorption on Fe is face specific.

Among the low crystallographic index surfaces, Fe(111) and Fe(110) constitute the extreme

examples of the most and less reactive faces [5, 6]. Early investigations aimed to charac-

terize the interaction of N2 with Fe(111) identified two distinct molecular species on this

face [7–10]: a weakly bound state with the molecular axis normal to the surface and a more

strongly bound state with the molecule lying parallel to the surface. Using photoelectron

spectroscopy and high-resolution electron energy loss spectroscopy, the latter was identified

as the immediate precursor state to dissociation [7]. Molecular beam experiments directed

to probe the dynamics of the N2/Fe(111) system showed that the N2 translational kinetic

energy can be efficiently used to promote reactivity on this surface [11]. The initial dissocia-

tive adsorption probability increases by a factor of 105, rising from 10−6 at 0.09 eV to 10−1

at 4.3 eV, approximately. Whether dissociation is a direct process at high N2 energies or

mediated by a molecular adsorption state, as in low-pressure exposure experiments, could

not be conclusively resolved.

Interaction of N2 with the less reactive Fe(110) has also attracted great interest [12–17].

However, there are certain discrepancies among the different studies that have not been

solved yet. Calculations performed with density functional theory (DFT) predict activation

energies for N2 dissociation at this surface in the range of 1.1-1.2 eV [15, 16]. These values

are much larger than the value of 0.28 eV obtained experimentally [6]. The discrepancy

led the authors to suggest that the measured dissociation of N2 on Fe(110) was a process

dominated by atomic steps and defects [15]. More recently, studies on the energetics of N2

on this surface have been presented in the context of the synthesis of boron nitride nan-

otubes [17]. An interesting result of the theoretical works of refs. 16 and 17 is the different

adsorption geometry they obtain for the N2 molecule on Fe(110). Whereas in ref. 16 the

adsorption position is identified for the N2 molecule located with its axis perpendicular to
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the surface over the top site, in ref. 17 the most stable adsorption configuration corresponds

to the molecule lying parallel to the surface with its center of mass on the hollow site. Inter-

estingly, the results of ref. 17 would be in accordance with the adsorption species identified

experimentally on the Fe(111) surface. However, there are no experimental information on

the Fe(110) face to clarify this point.

Motivated by all these previous studies and the remaining uncertainties that this simple

system still raises, we have performed a theoretical study of the N2/Fe(110) dynamics.

Our objective is to understand the low reactivity of this system and fully characterize the

interaction of N2 with the Fe(110) surface and its adsorption properties. With this aim, we

start in Section II by performing a static analysis of the molecule-surface interaction, based

on the ab-initio six-dimensional (6D) potential energy surface (PES). The latter is calculated

for the different positions of the two N atoms in the molecule within the frozen surface

approximation, i.e., keeping the positions of the Fe atoms fixed. This analysis allows us to

identify the possible atomic and molecular adsorption states, explore the existence of reaction

paths to dissociation and make a first estimate of the possible activation energies for different

reaction processes. In the following two sections we study the adsorption dynamics of N2

on Fe(110). We start by analyzing the dissociative adsorption in Section III. To study this

process, we perform adiabatic classical dynamics calculations on the precalculated 6D PES

for different initial energies and incident angles of the N2 molecule. Since in its interaction

with the surface the molecule moves in a multidimensional configuration space, only this kind

of simulations can be conclusive in terms of identifying the actual reaction paths followed

by the dissociating molecules, and answer questions such as if dissociation occurs directly

or, on the contrary, it is governed by a precursor state. Additionally, dissociative adsorption

probabilities as a function of the molecule initial translational energy and incidence angle

are presented. The results for molecular adsorption are shown and discussed in Section IV.

During such process, the molecule loses energy up to be thermalized with the surface on

one of the possible adsorption wells. Therefore, we have to go beyond the adiabatic and

frozen surface approximations in order to describe them. In this work, energy exchange

and dissipation between the molecule and the surface are included in the classical dynamics

simulations by applying the generalized Langevin oscillator model (GLO) [18]. The influence

of surface temperature and the incidence energy is also analyzed. The main conclusions of

the paper are summarized in Section V.
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II. CALCULATION OF THE ADIABATIC POTENTIAL ENERGY SURFACE

In an adiabatic picture, the interaction of N2 with the Fe(110) surface is described within

the frozen surface approximation by a 6D PES that depends on the position of the molecule.

The latter can be defined in terms of the center of nuclear mass, R=(X,Y ,Z), the molecular

interatomic distance r and the molecular orientation relative to the surface determined by

the polar and azimuthal angles (θ, φ). The coordinate system used in the present study is

depicted in Fig. 1.

The adiabatic 6D PES for N2/Fe(110) is constructed from the interpolation of 20130 ab

initio energies that are calculated with spin-polarized DFT to assure an adequate descrip-

tion of the magnetic nature of Fe. Interpolation is performed with the corrugation reducing

procedure (CRP) [19] that requires the calculation of the three dimensional (3D) N/Fe(110)

PES also. Briefly, the CRP consists in reducing the corrugation of the N2/Fe(110) PES by

subtracting from it the potential energy between each of the N atoms forming the molecule

and the Fe(110) surface (the N/Fe(110) is used at this stage). The resulting 6D energy sur-

face, denoted as “the 6D interpolation function” in ref. 19, exhibits a smoother dependence

on the coordinates (X,Y ,θ,ϕ) and permits us to interpolate it within the required accuracy

for treating low energy gas/surface dynamics.

All DFT data have been obtained using the “Vienna ab initio simulation program” [20, 21]

(VASP) that operates with a plane-wave basis set. We performed a series of preliminary cal-

culations to determine the computational settings that provide an efficient and accurate cal-

culation of the N2/Fe(110) PES. The exchange correlation (XC) energy is calculated within

the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) and the Revised Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof

energy functional (RPBE)[22]. The electron-core interaction is treated in the plane aug-

mented wave (PAW) approximation [23]. The energy cut-off in the plane-wave expansion

is 400 eV. The fractional occupancies are determined through the broadening approach of

Methfessel and Paxton with N=1 and σ=0.4 eV [24]. The energy criteria for total energy

self-consistency is 10−5 eV.

The theoretical lattice constant obtained using these computational settings and a 15×

15×15 Monkhorst-Pack k-point mesh is a=2.86 Å. The corresponding bulk interlayer spacing

of d=2.05 Å for the (110) direction is in good agreement with the nominal value of d=2.03 Å.

The Fe(110) surface is next modeled by a periodic five-layer slab with a (2× 2) surface unit
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cell and a supercell vector along the normal to the surface (Z-axis) of 15d, from which

10d corresponds to vacuum. This supercell size allows an efficient calculation of the DFT

energy grid used in the interpolation, while assuring a significant reduction of undesirable

interactions among the periodically repeated molecules, as discussed below. The Brillouin-

zone integration in this large supercell is performed with a 4 × 4 × 1 Monkhorst-Pack grid

of special k-points. As a first step, the clean Fe(110) slab is relaxed to get the equilibrium

geometry of the surface. Keeping the third layer fixed, no shift in any of the directions is

obtained, in agreement with preceding theoretical results [14]. Our computational settings

to represent the Fe(110) surface also give a reasonable description of the magnetic properties,

being 2.68µB the surface magnetic moment per Fe atom of the topmost layer.

Using the same supercell, we proceed by calculating the energy E(r) of the isolated N2

as a function of the distance r between the two N atoms. This allows us to obtain the value

req=1.11 Å for the N-N equilibrium distance and Ediss(N2)=−9.891 eV for the dissociation

energy of the molecule. The latter is calculated as Ediss(N2) = 2E(N)−E(N2)+EZPE, where

E(N) is the energy of the isolated N atom, E(N2) the energy of the isolated N2 calculated

at the equilibrium distance req, and EZPE is the zero point energy of 0.147 eV, which is

obtained by solving the 1D Schrödinger equation for E(r). These results compare well with

the experimental bond length and binding energy of 1.0975 Å and 9.803 eV, measured for N2

in gas phase [25]. The E(r) curve is also calculated including the Fe(110) slab and locating

the N2 molecule in the middle of the vacuum space. The req and Ediss values differs in less

than 1% from those obtained in the isolated-N2 calculation, confirming the adequacy of the

supercell size to calculate the N2/Fe(110) PES.

Next, the calculation of the N/Fe(110) three-dimensional 3D PES and the N2/Fe(110)

6D PES are performed keeping the geometry of the slab along the three axis fixed (frozen

surface approximation). The use of this approximation in gas/surface dynamics simulations

is justified as long as the processes we are interested in take place in a time interval short

enough not to be influenced by surface relaxation.

A. N/Fe(110) PES

To build the N/Fe(110) 3D PES, energies are calculated for 13 different positions of the

N atom over the surface unit cell. By symmetry, they provide information on the 15 sites
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depicted in Fig. 1(b) by black and white circles. For each site, the distance ZN of the N

atom is varied from −1.2 Å below the surface to 6 Å above the surface in steps of 0.1 Å.

The surface is defined by the topmost Fe layer. At ZN=6 Å all the energy curves have

steadily merged to the same asymptotic value that is taken as the zero reference energy in

the following [26]. The 3D N/Fe(110) PES is constructed by interpolating the spin-polarized

DFT data with the 3D CRP [19]. At this point, we follow the same procedure and numerical

methods used in ref. 27 for the N/W(110) PES.

The minimum energy configuration corresponds to the N atom on the threefold site at

ZN ∼1.0 Å from the topmost atomic layer. The adsorption energy for atomic nitrogen at

this site is Eads(N)=−5.75 eV, which is just marginally larger than the value we obtain

at the hollow site (−5.72 eV). Considering the calculated N2 dissociation energy in vacuum

(−9.891 eV) and defining the dissociative adsorption energy per molecule as, Ediss−ads(N2) =

2Eads(N)−Ediss(N2), we obtain that the N2 dissociative adsorption is an exothermic process

on the Fe(110) surface that liberates 1.61 eV. This value compares quite well with the value

of −1.45 eV reported by Mortensen et al. [14] using the revPBE XC-functional. In that

reference, relaxation of the first two Fe layers in the direction normal to the surface was

allowed. Under these conditions, it was found that the threefold site is the equilibrium

position of the adsorbed N atom in agreement with our frozen surface calculations. Using the

PW91 XC-functional, Pick et al. [28] reported a dissociative adsorption energy of −2.56 eV,

and noticed that a lower value of 0.79 eV (in absolute value) is obtained per N2 molecule when

using the RPBE functional. This implies Ediss−ads(N2)=−1.77 eV, i.e., a value slightly more

exothermic than the one we find here with the same functional. We attribute the difference

to the fact that Pick et al. allow full relaxation of the upper three Fe layers and of the

N atom. In doing so, the authors find that the N atom preferably adsorbs on the hollow

site, for which we obtain a marginally higher energy instead. The reason is that, when full

relaxation is allowed, the four Fe atoms surrounding the N atom change their arrangement

from rhombus to almost square structure, producing a quasi fourfold adsorption site [28].

The same surface reconstruction is reported by Riikonen et al. [17], who also allowed full

relaxation of the top most layers. Using the PBE XC-functional, that is known to typically

provide larger adsorption energies than the RPBE, these authors obtain adsorption energies

of −6.6 eV and −6.3 eV for N on the quasi fourfold hollow site and on the threefold site,

respectively. Clearly, surface relaxation is a necessary requirement to provide an accurate
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description of N adsorption on the Fe(110) surface. However, it is worth to note that we

neglect it here because the surface reconstruction is in our case irrelevant and even contra-

productive for our only purpose of using the N/Fe(110) PES to reduce the corrugation in

the 6D N2/Fe(110) PES.

The dependence of the N/Fe(110) PES on the distance of the N atom from the surface

is shown in Fig. 2. In panel (a), this dependence is plotted for selected positions over

the surface unit cell that are used in the interpolation procedure. Note the small energy

differences obtained for the threefold site (denoted long th-hollow in the figure) and the

hollow site. The accuracy of the constructed 3D PES is checked by comparing a set of DFT

energies not used in the interpolation with their corresponding CRP interpolated values. In

Fig. 2(b), we show three representative examples of the interpolation quality for any position

(XN ,YN ,ZN) of the N atom.

B. N2/Fe(110) PES

DFT data are calculated for 30 different configurations of the N2 molecule. A configura-

tion is defined by the molecular orientation (θ, φ) and the position of the molecular center

over the surface unit cell (X,Y ). For each configuration, a 2D (r,Z)-cut of the PES is ob-

tained with r varying from 0.71 Å to 2.31 Å in a non-equidistant grid of 11 points, and

Z from 0.0 to 6.0 Å by steps of 0.1 Å. We observe that for each r value, the energy of

all the configurations for a given r-value is basically constant for Z ≥6 Å. Thus, the zero

reference energy in the N2/Fe(110) PES is taken for the molecule with the bond length req

and located at 6 Å from the surface. The potential energies are calculated for the following

configurations [black circles in Fig. 1(b)]:

• Six configurations over top site (X=0, Y=0): θ=0◦; θ=90◦ with φ=0◦ and φ=54.74◦;

and θ=45◦ with φ=0◦, φ=54.74◦ and φ=90◦.

• Five configurations over hollow (hw) site (X=a/2, Y=0): θ=0◦; θ=90◦ with φ=0◦ and

φ=90◦; and θ=45◦ with φ=0◦ and φ=90◦.

• Six configurations over bridge (br) site (X=a/4, Y=a
√
2/4): θ=0◦; θ=90◦ with φ=0◦,

φ=54.74◦, and φ=125.26◦; and θ=45◦ with φ=54.74◦ and φ=125.26◦.
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• Six configurations over short top-hollow (short th) site (X=a/4, Y=0): θ=0◦; θ=90◦

with φ=0◦ and φ=54.74◦; and θ=45◦ with φ=0◦, φ=90◦, and φ=180◦.

• Seven configurations over long top-hollow (long th) site (X=a/4, Y=a
√
2/4): θ=0◦;

θ=90◦ with φ=90◦ and φ=35.26◦; and θ=45◦ with φ=0◦, φ=54.74◦, φ=90◦, and

φ=270◦.

These ab initio data are interpolated with the 6D CRP [19]. Briefly, interpolation is

performed on the less corrugated function I6D. The latter is calculated for each ab initio

potential energy V 6D as,

V 6D(X, Y, Z, r, θ, φ) = I6D(X,Y, Z, r, θ, φ)

+V 3D(XA, YA, ZA) + V 3D(XB, YB, ZB) , (1)

where V 3D is the N/Fe(110) potential energy and (XA,B, YA,B, ZA,B) are the coordinates of

the two N nuclei in the molecule. Following ref. 27, I6D is interpolated with a third order

spline interpolation over the molecular center of (nuclear) mass coordinates (X, Y, Z) and

over the internuclear distance r. Interpolation over θ and φ is done with a Fourier series

expansion.

Some representative interpolated energy curves as a function of Z, together with the DFT

data from which they are obtained, are shown in Fig. 3(a) for different configurations of the

molecule. The accuracy of the constructed 6D PES is checked by comparing the interpolated

values with calculated DFT data not included in the interpolation procedure. In Fig. 3(b) we

show this kind of comparison for a given set of configurations as good examples of the high

accuracy obtained in the interpolation. We have observed that the main source of errors is

caused by the difficulty to interpolate over θ and φ. However, as the representative examples

in Fig. 4 show, this problem has been reasonably controlled by our choice of configurations,

which includes various molecular orientations at each position over the surface unit cell.

In short, interpolation errors are small on average (≤ 50 meV) for distances above

2.5 Å from the surface. Below this distance, errors are kept below 100 meV for those

configurations that are relevant in the dynamics. In the highly repulsive regions of the PES,

interpolation errors can be larger, but these regions are neither probed by the reflected

molecules nor by the dissociated ones.
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C. Properties of the adiabatic 6D N2/Fe(110) PES

A selection of (r,Z) cuts of the N2/Fe(110) PES is shown in Fig. 5. One remarkable

feature is the presence of possible molecular adsorption sites [Figs. 5(a) and (b)]. These two

configurations have been carefully analyzed in order to confirm that the apparent minima

in the (r,Z) cuts correspond to local minima in the 6D PES. Such analysis is carried out

through the classical trajectory code as proposed in ref. 29. This method also allows to

measure the diffusion and desorption barriers from the local minimum. Briefly, the procedure

consists in performing a series of 6D trajectory calculations that start with the molecule at

the 6D position where a local minimum is expected. Starting with zero kinetic energy Ei,

the confinement of the trajectories in the well is probed for increasing Ei using a Monte-

Carlo sampling of all possible initial velocity orientations associated with Ei. The diffusion

(desorption) barrier height corresponds to the threshold value of Ei for which diffusion

(desorption) out of the well is obtained. Zero-point energy corrections are not considered in

this analysis. With this procedure, we confirm the configurations of Figs. 5(a) and (b) as

two local minima for possible molecular adsorption. For the deepest minimum, a molecular

adsorption energy of roughly −298 meV is found. In this adsorption well, the molecule lies

parallel to the surface (θ = 90o, φ = 90o), with its center of mass over the hollow site at

Z ∼ 1.4 Å and with an interatomic distance r ∼ 1.21 Å [Fig. 5(a)]. The latter means that

potentially adsorbed molecules are stretched around 10% from the internuclear equilibrium

distance in vacuum (req = 1.11 Å). The energy barrier measured from the bottom of this

well that allows the molecule to escape towards desorption is ∼ 480 meV. The less deep

potential well of roughly −184 meV corresponds to the molecule perpendicular over the top

site at Z ∼ 2.4 Å and r ∼ req [Fig. 5(b)]. From the bottom of this well, the minimum

energies to escape towards desorption and towards the deepest adsorption well are 320 meV

and 330 meV, respectively.

The ontop adsorption configuration is the only one reported by Logadottir et al. [16].

Using the RPBE XC-functional the authors found an adsorption energy of about −0.27 eV.

More recently, Riikonen et al. [17] reported the existence of the two molecular adsorp-

tion configurations we find, but with significantly larger adsorption energies (−1.1 eV and

−0.5 eV for N2 on the hollow and top sites, respectively). We have verified that when sur-

face relaxation is allowed as in ref. [17], the depths of our adsorption wells increase in about
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100 meV. Thus, the still existing differences with our results can be attributed to the use of

the PBE XC-functional, which is known to give larger adsorption energies than the RPBE

one used here. Interestingly, we will show in Section IV that even if N2 adsorption over the

hollow site is energetically the most favorable state, the less deep well plays an important

role in the adsorption characteristics of N2 on Fe(110) at low surface temperatures and low

incidence energies of the molecule.

The 2D cut of Fig. 5(c) corresponds to the configuration with the ab initio minimum

barrier to dissociation. From the 30 configurations for which ab initio data have been

calculated, this is the only one that might lead to dissociation at low energies. In this

case, the molecule is located on a bridge site with the molecular axis parallel to the surface

(θ = 90o) and pointing towards hollow sites (φ = 125.26o). Within this configuration, the

contourplot shows that the activation energy for dissociation is approximately 1.1 eV. Hence,

a simple and static analysis of these (r,Z) cuts, where the molecule is forced to approach the

surface with a fixed configuration, leads to the conclusion that the dissociative adsorption in

the N2/Fe(110) system is activated. Nevertheless, since the molecular initial configuration

can be continuously altered along the trajectory due to its interaction with the surface, a

conclusion based only on the analysis of the PES for the different but fixed configurations

can be misleading [3, 30].

III. DISSOCIATIVE ADSORPTION OF N2 MOLECULES ON THE FE(110) SUR-

FACE

In this section we analyze the reaction dynamics of N2 on the Fe(110) surface. With

this aim, we perform classical trajectory calculations on the precalculated adiabatic PES.

Trajectories start with the N2 molecule at its equilibrium bond length req and at Z=6 Å. The

zero point energy of the molecules is neglected. Under these initial conditions, the PES value

is zero as discussed in Section II B. For each incidence energy Ei and angle of incidence Θ,

a conventional Monte Carlo procedure is used to sample the initial positions (X,Y ) over the

unit cell, the azimuthal incidence angle of the molecular beam, and the molecular orientation

(θ, φ). In the trajectory calculations, the following events are distinguished: (i) dissociation,

if the molecule has a positive radial velocity and the internuclear distance is larger than 2req

(in particular, r ≥2.225 Å); (ii) reflection, if the molecular center of mass reaches the starting
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point Z=6 Å with a positive Z velocity; and (iii) molecular trapping, when the molecule

is neither dissociated nor reflected after 15 ps. For the incidence conditions studied in this

section all trajectories are either dissociated or reflected well before reaching the integration

time of 15 ps. The typical dissociation and reflections times are below one ps. Furthermore,

no molecular trapping events are observed.

Results for the initial dissociative sticking probability S0 plotted versus both the initial

incident energy Ei and the normal incident energy Ei cos
2 Θ are shown in Fig. 6, for different

incidence angles Θ. The sticking probability for each (Ei,Θ) is obtained from the evaluation

of a minimum of 50000 trajectories. This unusual large number is necessary to ensure

sufficiently good statistics, given the low reactivity of this system.

The dissociation probability curves show the characteristic behavior of an activated sys-

tem. Let us focus first in the results obtained under normal incidence conditions (Θ=0◦).

For initial energies below 1.6 eV, there are no sticking events out of the 50000 calculated

trajectories. This means that the dissociation probability of N2 in Fe(110) below this energy

is lower than 2×10−5. Note that the dynamics simulations provide an energy threshold

for dissociation much larger than the energy barrier of 1.1 eV observed from the direct in-

spection of the PES [Fig. 5(c)]. This result, i.e., the extremely low reaction probabilities

obtained up to energies substantially higher than the barrier of 1.1 eV, evidence a reaction

path characterized by a reduced configurational space.

A schematic idea of the dynamics leading to dissociation can be obtained with help of

Figs. 7 and 8. The results are shown for normal incidence and two incidence energies, Ei=3

and 4 eV. We note that the dynamics at Ei=3 eV is still representative of what happens

close to the activation energy and it has the advantage of providing an adequate statistical

description of the dissociation dynamics in the lower energy range. In both figures upper

plots represent the position of the center of mass of the molecule over the surface unit cell,

when the molecule first reaches the distance Z from the surface. At each Z, the percentage of

dissociating molecules Nz is written on top of each panel together with the total percentage

of molecules reaching Z respectively. The rotational motion of the dissociating molecules

is represented in the lower plots that show the corresponding polar distribution as they

approach the surface.

Focusing in the dissociating molecules, we have verified that the (X,Y ) positions and θ

distribution of the molecules at Z=2 Å are roughly the ones at the initial point of the trajec-
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tories. The reduction of Nz below Z=1.4 Å shows that molecules start to dissociate below

this Z value. An important observation is that dissociation is a direct process occurring

without the participation of any precursor state. More precisely, following the evolution

of the dissociating molecules, it is apparent in both figures that the previously identified

molecular adsorption wells at top and hollow sites play no role in the dissociation dynam-

ics. Note also that most of the dissociating molecules have an initial orientation parallel

to the surface. The narrowing of the angular distributions below 2 Å shows that this is

indeed the preferential orientation to reach dissociation. Apart from this slight θ rotation,

we observe no substantial motion of the molecules along the surface plane. In the high

energy case (Ei=4 eV), for which the molecules can overcome a large amount of energy bar-

riers, dissociation occurs along the diagonals joining the top-bridge sites. Even in this case,

more than two thirds of the molecules dissociate in regions close to the bridge site, instead

of dissociating in regions close to the top site. This behavior is accentuated at the lower

incidence energy, Ei=3 eV. In the latter case, the dissociating molecules are concentrated

close to the bridge sites, even though the incidence energy is around 2 eV higher than the

minimum energy barrier for dissociation found at this position. This observation proves the

narrowness of the reaction path, i.e., that the number of configurations with energy barriers

for dissociation close to the minimum value of about 1.1 eV constitutes a very small fraction

of the total 6D configuration space.

The dependence of the dissociation probability on the incidence angle Θ is intriguing.

The first feature apparent from Fig. 6 is that neither total energy scaling nor normal energy

scaling is observed. On the one hand, the dissociation probability is larger the higher is

the normal energy for equal total energy [Fig. 6(a)]. On the other hand, the dissociation

probability increases with total energy for equal normal energy, except for incidence angles

larger than 45◦ for which normal energy scaling is observed [Fig. 6(b)]. The analysis of

our 6D molecular dynamics calculations shows that the reason for this behavior is that, for

energies close to the normal energy threshold, the dissociating molecules have to overcome

energy barriers of around 0.5-0.6 eV at distances Z ≃ 2.0− 2.5 Å. For illustrative purposes,

we analyze in more detail the energetics of the configuration with the minimum dissociation

barrier shown in Fig. 5(c). In Fig. 9 we show the potential energy as a function of the

reaction coordinate s. The latter is defined as the distance in the (Z,r) space measured

from the position of the minimum energy barrier to dissociation along the minimum energy
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path [depicted by a red line in the contour plot of Fig. 5(c)]. Interestingly, Fig. 9 shows

that apart from the above mentioned late barrier of around 1.1 eV, a second lower barrier

of around 0.6 eV appears in the entrance channel. At the position of this lower barrier, the

interatomic distance is roughly req and Z=2 Å. The actual 6D reaction paths followed by

the dissociating molecules depend on the energy and angle of incidence, and generally do

not coincide with the represented 2D path. However, as explained above, we have checked

that for low energy reacting molecules, all these reaction paths present energy barriers in the

entrance channel similar to the one shown in Fig. 9. The presence of these barriers in the

entrance channel, where the dissociative dynamics is still controlled by the normal energy,

explains the results shown in Fig. 6. Even if the molecule may have enough total energy to

overcome the dominant late barriers, for off-normal incidence conditions the normal energy

may be insufficient to overcome the lower barriers at the entrance channel. As a result, the

sticking probability in Fig. 6(a) decreases while increasing the incidence angle for the same

total energy. In the same way, once the normal energy is enough to overcome the barriers in

the entrance channel, the probability to surmount the late barriers for equal normal energy

must increase with total energy. This explains the behavior observed in Fig. 6(b) showing

that for equal normal energy, the sticking probability increases with incidence angle, i.e.,

with total energy. The normal energy scaling is obtained for Θ >45◦ because at such large

angles the total energy associated with the minimum normal energy of ∼0.6 eV is already

larger than the late barrier of 1.1 eV.

Let us finish this section by discussing our results in the light of what is known about

this system. First, the low reactivity of the Fe(110) surface for N2 uptake [5, 6] is consistent

with the negligible values of the sticking probability obtained for incidence energies below

1.6 eV. We find that this result is due to the presence of high energy barriers for dissociation,

together with the small fraction of the 6D configuration space that corresponds to molecular

configurations with energy barriers close to the minimum. Our full 6D dynamics calculation

confirms the dissociation barriers calculated in refs. 15 and 16. The agreement is remarkable

given that in these previous works the analysis of the dissociation process is not performed

on the 6D PES, but on a restricted region of the configurational space. This kind of low

dimensional studies usually implies a series of assumptions to identify the starting initial

state and the minimum energy reaction path. Our 6D results show that the transition

state and the corresponding activation energies are well identified in both references, despite
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dissociation does not proceed through any of the N2 adsorption states as assumed there.

What our full 6D dynamics simulations additionally show is that the configuration space

leading to dissociation is so restricted that, in practice, the dissociation probabilities will

remain below 10−5 up to energies well above the minimum activation energy of about 1.1 eV.

In this respect, our calculations also support the conclusion of ref. 15 according to which

the lower dissociation barriers measured in ref. 5 are probably due to dissociation at steps.

IV. ENERGY EXCHANGE WITH THE SURFACE AND MOLECULAR AD-

SORPTION

Motivated by the existence of the two N2 adsorption wells, we have also studied the

molecular adsorption of N2 on Fe(110). Within the adiabatic and the frozen surface approx-

imations used in the previous section, energy exchange and dissipation between the molecule

and the surface are neglected. Since within this framework the total energy of the molecule

along the trajectory is conserved, molecular adsorption processes requiring that the molecule

loses energy in order to be accommodated in the adsorption well, cannot be modeled. For

this reason, we have performed a new set of classical dynamics calculations that include

energy exchange and dissipation between the molecule and the lattice in the equations of

motion.

Using the adiabatic N2/Fe(110) PES, we describe the N2-surface coupling through the

generalized Langevin oscillator (GLO) model [18], as implemented in ref. 31. This model

represents the surface motion in terms of a 3D harmonic oscillator with mass equal to the

Fe atomic mass. Dissipation and thermal fluctuations are included through the second

fluctuation-dissipation theorem with the help of a second 3D oscillator of identical mass,

known as the ghost oscillator, that is subject to a friction and to a random force. The ghost

oscillator represents the “thermal bath” that the bulk provides. The frequencies associated

to the surface and the ghost oscillators are represented by the surface phonon frequencies

close to the edges of the Fe(110) surface Brillouin zone, namely, ωx = ωy = 1.2× 10−3 a.u.

(atomic units) and ωz = 6.6 × 10−4 a.u. [32]. The value used for the friction coefficients

associated to the ghost oscillator is 7× 10−4 a.u. [18]. We have checked that our result are

not very sensitive to the exact value of these parameters, as long as we keep the same order

of magnitude. The results shown in this section for each incidence condition and surface
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temperature have been obtained from the analysis of 5000 trajectories. This number turns

to be enough for the statistical analysis of the molecular adsorption process.

In the following, a molecular adsorption event is identified whenever the molecule that

is neither reflected nor dissociated after 15 ps fulfills the following final conditions: (i) its

total energy (kinetic plus potential) is negative, i.e., lower than the potential energy of the

molecule at req and Z=6 Å and (ii) the total energy of the system (molecule and surface)

is also negative. On the one hand, the first energy restriction guarantees that the molecule

will not be able to escape to vacuum and that it is already well accommodated in one

of the molecular adsorption wells. On the other hand, the second restriction is a strict

condition assuring that there is not enough energy left in the system that could eventually

be adsorbed by the molecule to escape into vacuum. The dissociation and reflection events

are defined as in previous section. For surface temperatures below 300 K and the incidence

energies Ei used here, all molecules are either dissociated, reflected, or molecularly adsorbed

after the integration time of 15 ps. For the simulations at Ts=500 K, there is a non-

negligible percentage of molecular trapping, i.e., molecules that after the integration time

of 15 ps are not dissociated, reflected, or molecularly adsorbed. However, we have verified

that increasing the integration time to 30 ps the number of molecularly adsorbed events,

defined by the conditions (i) and (ii), is practically the same. Thus, the results for molecular

adsorption are rather robust, since an increase in the integration time will imply even smaller

total energies for the adsorbed molecules, closing any possibility for reflection. Furthermore,

dissociation from the molecular adsorption well is also unlikely in view of the large minimum

energy barrier found for this process.

The results of our calculations for molecular adsorption under normal incidence conditions

are shown in Fig. 10. The adsorption probability for molecules is plotted as a function of Ei

for Ts varying in the range 80-500 K. For the incidence energies and surface temperatures

considered here, the adsorption probability tends to decrease when increasing Ts. Note

that in all cases Ei > kBTs, that is, molecules are hot compared to the surface and, as a

result, energy is transferred in average from the former to the latter. As Ts increases, the

surface-molecule energy difference becomes smaller and less energy is dissipated from the

molecule to the lattice. Thus, the possibility of trapping on any of the adsorption wells

is reduced. Focusing on the Ei-dependence, we observe that the curves exhibit a similar

shape for the calculated Ts. In all cases, there is a minimum incidence energy of around
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0.15 eV to obtain molecular adsorption. Furthermore, the adsorption probabilities increase

monotonously with Ei up to reaching a maximum at ∼0.75 eV. At the lowest temperatures,

the maximum adsorption probability is about 60%, a rather high value if we compare it

with the dissociation probabilities obtained in this system, for instance. The appearance of

a threshold energy and the increase of the adsorption probability at low energies is due to the

presence of energy barriers in the entrance channel that the molecules have to overcome to

arrive to the adsorption wells. Above 0.75 eV, the adsorption probability decreases because

the energy exchange with the lattice is insufficient for the molecules to lose all the energy

required to accommodate in the adsorption wells. Note that the reported energy barrier of

0.15 eV prevents molecular adsorption under thermal and hypothermal N2 gas exposure of

the surface, in agreement with experiments [13].

Next, we analyze how the molecules are distributed among the two possible adsorption

wells we have identified in this system: the hollow-parallel state and the top-vertical state

[Figs. 5(a) and (b), respectively]. The molecular adsorption probability in each of the ad-

sorption wells are represented as a function of Ei in Fig. 11. The fraction of molecules

adsorbed in each well is shown in the inset. Though, as explained above, the most stable

adsorption state is the one with the molecule over the hollow site, Fig. 11 shows that be-

low 250 meV this well is not populated and the molecules adsorb on the top-vertical well

instead. For instance, at 80 K, this well remains as the preferential adsorption state up to

incidence energies of ∼650 meV. Above this energy, a larger amount of molecules adsorb on

the most stable hollow-parallel well. At Ei=3 eV, almost all molecules end on this state.

Though this general behavior is observed for all the surface temperatures, as Ts increases

the relative weight of the top-vertical state in the adsorption probability decreases. All these

observations can be explained as follows.

The different energy dependence of the adsorption probability in the two sites is related

to the different energy barriers that the molecules have to overcome before being adsorbed

on one or the other state. More precisely, the minimum barrier for adsorption on the top-

vertical state is 150 meV, whereas it is around 250 meV for the hollow-parallel adsorption.

When using the less repulsive PW91 exchange-correlation functional [33] the values of the

calculated barriers are 14 meV and 100 meV, respectively, but the adsorption process re-

mains activated. As Ei and Ts increase, energy dissipation from the molecule to the surface

becomes less efficient. Hence, the probability to be adsorbed on the top-vertical well of
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−184 meV decreases more rapidly than the adsorption probability on the most stable and

deeper adsorption well of −298 meV. We want to emphasize that, these results of the dynam-

ics show that even if a static analysis would lead us to think that all molecules are trapped

in the deeper well, i.e., the hollow-parallel well, only by performing classical dynamics cal-

culations the real trend can be known. For this reason, it is not enough to identify the most

stable site in a total energy calculation to gain knowledge on the adsorption properties of

this system. As we show, the final adsorption site can depend on the surface temperature

and on the kinetic energy of the impinging molecules.

According to our simulations, N2 adsorption on Fe(110) exhibits some similar features to

what has been observed on the Fe(111). The top-vertical and hollow-parallel states could

be associated to the γ-N2 and α-N2 observed on the Fe(111) surface. Also in that surface

the weakly bound state γ-N2 corresponds to the molecule with the axis perpendicular to the

surface, while the α-N2 one is lying parallel. As Ts increases, we obtain on the Fe(110) surface

that the adsorption probability decreases more rapidly on the top-vertical than on the hollow-

parallel N2. Furthermore, the former state dominates the adsorption process for incidence

energies below 0.75 eV, while the latter does above that energy. These observations, which

are related with the lower adsorption energy of the top-vertical state as compared with that

of the hollow-parallel, seem compatible with the different desorption temperatures of the

γ-N2 and α-N2 (∼95 K and 145 K, respectively) found on Fe(111) [10] that also points to

the former as the weakly bound state.

V. SUMMARY

In summary, we have studied the dynamics of N2 uptake by the Fe(110) surface using a

6D ab-initio PES and classical trajectory calculations. Our results show that dissociative

adsorption of N2 at this surface is an activated process with a rather high minimum energy

barrier of about 1.1 eV. The configuration associated to such minimum energy barrier is

well defined and it corresponds to the molecule parallel to the surface, with the center of

mass on the bridge site, and the axis of the molecule pointing towards the nearest hollow

sites. Our 6D dynamics simulations confirm the transition state and activation energies

reported in previous works that were based on reduced dimensionality calculations [15, 16].

Our results also support the conclusion of ref. 15 suggesting that the measured activation
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energy of 0.28 eV [6] is probably due to dissociation occurring at steps and defects, and

not on the pristine Fe(110) surface. Additionally, the results of our dynamics calculations

show that the reaction path is very narrow. As a result, dissociative adsorption probabilities

are lower than 2×10−5 for energies below 1.6 eV. These results explain the measured low

reactivity of this system [5, 6]. It is worth to mention that this finding, showing that the

Fe(110) inertness to N2 dissociation is caused by the existence of large energy barriers close

to the surface, has been also observed in other low reactive systems as N2/Ru(0001) [34],

O2/Ag(100) [35] and, more recently, on O2/Ag(111) [36].

Interestingly, a rather complex dependence of the reactivity on the incidence conditions is

observed, namely, the dissociation probability neither scales with the total incident energy

of the molecule, nor with the normal incident energy. This behavior has been related to

the existence of multiple energy barriers along the reaction paths: apart from the dominant

activation barrier of about 1.1 eV, lower energy barriers of about 0.5-0.6 eV in the entrance

channel are observed that impose a condition to the minimum normal energy required for

the reaction to take place.

Using the generalized Langevin oscillator model, we have also incorporated energy dissi-

pation and exchange with the lattice in the dynamics. This kind of calculations has allowed

us to analyze the non-dissociative molecular adsorption process. We have identified two

distinct molecular adsorption sites with adsorption energies that differ in about 100 meV:

(i) one with the molecule located vertical to the surface on the top site at ∼2.4 Å from

the surface and (ii) the energetically most favorable adsorption site in which the molecule

is parallel to the surface at a distance of ∼1.4 Å over the hollow site. The static analysis

of the energetics would suggest that the molecules would be adsorbed in the energetically

most favorable state over hollow. However, our simulations demonstrate that this is not

necessary the case and that only the dynamical study can provide an accurate knowledge

of the final adsorption site. This is due to the presence of different energy barriers that

the molecules have to overcome to be adsorbed in each of the two sites. In fact, we have

shown that the final adsorption site depends on the molecular incident energy and on the

surface temperature. More precisely, the top-vertical state with a minimum energy barrier of

150 meV is populated at low incident energies and surface temperatures. In contrast, when

increasing the incidence energy and surface temperature, the molecules tend to populate the

energetically most favorable adsorption state over hollow that has a larger energy barrier of
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250 meV. The absence of molecular adsorption in thermal and hypothermal N2 gas exposure

experiments [13] is consistent with the energy barriers for N2 uptake found in our dynamics

simulations.
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FIG. 1. (a) Coordinate system used in our calculations: Fe atoms are in red and the N2 nuclei are

in grey. (b) Geometry of the Fe(110) surface. DFT calculations of the N/Fe(110) PES have been

performed for all sites marked by white and black circles. For N2/Fe(110), DFT calculations have

been performed for configurations with the molecular center over the sites marked by black circles.

The shaded area shows the irreducible surface unit cell.
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FIG. 2. (a) Dependence of the potential energy N/Fe(110) on the atom-surface distance ZN ,

for different positions of the N atom over the surface unit cell. The DFT data are represented

by symbols and the corresponding ZN -interpolation by dashed lines. (b) Comparison between

the DFT energies (symbols) and their corresponding interpolation values (dashed lines) for three

configurations not used in the interpolation. The red crosses labeled as a, b and c in the irreducible

unit cell identify the three sites used with testing purposes (test a, test b, and test c, respectively).
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FIG. 3. (a) Dependence of the N2/Fe(110) potential energy on the distance of the molecular center

from the surface Z for fixed X, Y , θ and φ. The internuclear distance is in all cases req = 1.11 Å.

The DFT energies are represented by symbols and the corresponding Z-interpolation by dashed

lines. (b) Comparison between the DFT (symbols) and the interpolated (dashed lines) energies

for various configurations not used as input data in the construction of the interpolated 6D PES.

Notice that the internuclear distance is different in each case.
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FIG. 11. Molecular adsorption probability in each of the two adsorption wells as a function of

the incident energy for different surface temperatures and normal incidence. Solid (dashed) lines

represent the adsorption probability on the top (hollow) well. The fraction of molecules adsorbed

in each well is shown in the inset.
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